
Cards

Can-do Dinosaurs - introduces children to the critical skills

needed for learning, safety, self-reflection, resilience and

relationships.

Anxiety Solutions - 50 clinically proven strategies and

techniques for everyone managing anxious thoughts.

Two Worlds - a unique resource for families experiencing

separation, or significant transitions and life change.

Choosing Strengths - a card set designed to help people think

differently about strengths - the ones they want to celebrate,

build or admire.

Tactile

The Bears Cube - 3  twisty  multi-coloured cubes to share,

each featuring 23 very expressive bears.

Stickers - 520 little stickers that can say a lot about how we

respect and value each other.

 

Using the cards with parents and
carers can give insights to the
experiences of children, for
example, ask which cards best
describe what it's like in your
world right now?
Also: What's working in the worlds
of the child right now? 
The cards may support workers in
the space. Workers can use the
cards with parents and carers to
think about the worlds they are in.

Select a variety of different

activities. For example, inside/

outside; quiet/loud; using the

mind/ using the body. Try out the

activities. Which ones worked

best? 

Pick cards for anxiety-reducing

activities you can do waiting  in

line or driving in traffic.

Choose a family favourite and

practice it together.

Use the cards' question starters

to help parents and carers tell

their story in a way that avoids

focussing on problems, for

example, invite participants to

choose the card that most

resonates

Also: Ask family members to each

complete the same sentence in

their own way.

Throw the cubes

around a circle, and

ask: Show us the bear

emotion closest to

your thumb. 

Use two cubes in a

circle and throw to a

friend, ask: Can you

both show the same

emotion on your face?

Use to value strengths in

families, for example, ask: Pick

cards for family members -

which cards would you like to

see your family choose more

often? 

Also: Pick a card of the

day/week to notice and practice,

we might be able to borrow a

strength when life is difficult.

supporting
families pack ideas

See the card set booklets 

for more ideas!

Invite children to choose a

sticker that represents

family members.

Also: What bear are you

today? What bear were you

yesterday? Why?

Also: Capture how the child

is feeling - document the

choice of sticker to create a

living record of the voice of

the child. 

See the card set booklets 

for more ideas!

Early Years Invite children to choose a

dinosaur who would be a

great friend to have.

 Also: Are there dinosaurs

helping each other? Why

are they doing that? Who

have you helped?

Using random selection, ask

Tell me what you see? 


